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Every business relies on technology to operate. If you’re like
most organizations, your reliance on technology is growing
every year, which means the challenges that come with
managing your networks and IT systems are also growing.

According to Gartner, the business technology market
worldwide is projected to reach nearly $4.6 trillion in annual
spending in 2023, which is an increase of 5.5% from
2022.Businesses of all sizes are increasing their budgets as
they strive to stay on top of IT priorities, such as data security
and cloud adoption. 

This doesn’t just mean that information technology is
becoming more important. It also means managing IT is
becoming way more complex. 

This complexity is making it harder to gain the efficiencies-all
this technology promises – which is exactly why managed
services have become such a critical asset for businesses
today. By outsourcing some or all of your IT tasks to an
experienced managed service provider (MSP), you can take
back control of your IT.
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"... the business technology
market worldwide is projected to
reach nearly $4.6 trillion in annual

spending in 2023, which is an
increase of 5.5% from 2022."

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2022-10-19-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-it-spending-to-grow-5-percent-in-2023
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“43 percent of cyberattacks
target small businesses.”

Here’s an in-depth look at the specific ways that using managed services
can drive efficient IT, helping your business accomplish more and spend less
in the long run.

Better Cybersecurity Assurance
Businesses today, and small and medium-sized businesses, in particular,
are incredibly vulnerable to cyberattacks. According to the Verizon Data
Breach Investigations Report, 43 percent of cyberattacks target small
businesses. Once an attack occurs, the financial fallout can be catastrophic.
Cybersecurity incidents cost businesses $200,000 on average.

Where your in-house team can only do so much to stop cyber threats, a
managed service provider can use a range of techniques to keep your
business safe. These include constant monitoring, security awareness training,
network and firewall protection, data encryption and backup, and real-time
threat prevention and elimination.

https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/dbir/
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Freed-Up IT Resources 
When your MSP handles essential tasks such as system monitoring, testing, and help
desk support for your employees, your in-house staff is free to work on tasks that can
help to drive your business forward. 

Right now, they may be spending a good chunk of the day putting out IT ‘fires’ around
the office, such as lost passwords or dealing with a piece of hardware that’s not working
properly. With an MSP doing the IT support work remotely, your staff can help with
building new software and features for existing solutions, consulting with other
departments about purchasing new technology, and other business-critical tasks.

Access to Top Experts,
Resources, and Tools 
When you only have an in-house IT team, you’re
limited by the skill set, experience, and tools that
the team has to work with. With managed
services, you have access to a range of IT
experts who know how to use the latest
technologies. Also, because an MSP focuses
solely on IT, it can focus the bulk of its budget on
acquiring worldclass resources and ensuring its
staff is up-to-date and knows how to leverage the
latest tools in the industry. This level of nearly
unlimited access can open up so many doors for
your business.
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Use of a Full-Time Fully Staffed IT Department
at a Fraction of the Cost 
Speaking of cost savings, by partnering with a managed services provider, you can
tap into a full-time IT department without having to pay all the associated costs.
That’s right – a fully equipped IT team in your corner that you can afford, even as a
small business owner. You won’t have to pay for benefits, onboarding, or full-time
salaries.

This is one of the ways that managed services aren’t just making IT more efficient –
they’re revolutionizing what small and medium-sized businesses can do with their IT.
When you can afford a top-notch, fully staffed team, you can have the time, money,
and in-house resources to take your use of technology to the next level.

Proactive Monitoring 
With an MSP, you can take a proactive approach to your IT network. Your managed
services provider will monitor your network remotely around the clock, which means
you have experienced professionals looking out for any potential issues before they
become a problem.

This can help your business to avoid expensive downtime. It can also empower you
to make smarter decisions regarding your IT systems – your MSP can provide
regular reports on your network’s performance and vulnerabilities that you can use to
figure out when to upgrade systems, increase your cybersecurity, or take other vital
actions.

Consistent Monthly Rate 
Using managed services can also make it easier to direct your IT budget for the new
solutions and hardware you need. Because you only pay a fixed monthly rate with an
MSP, you can predict how much you’ll need to spend and determine what you can
use for future IT investments.
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Reliable Response Services 
How much time do your employees waste waiting for help with setting up their
account or troubleshooting their tech issues? When you partner with an MSP, you’ll be
able to count on fast, reliable response times. Your employees will experience less
disruption to their workflow – and less frustration.

Cloud Computing and Data Backup
Over 60 percent of all corporate data worldwide is stored in the cloud, in some shape
or form, in 2022. While cloud technology offers everything from great flexibility to
enhanced business continuity, it’s also one more thing for your IT team to manage.
Partnering with an MSP that offers cloud services including cloud monitoring, cloud
migration, and cloud backup can streamline your experience using the cloud.

“Over 60 percent of all
corporate data worldwide is
stored in the cloud, in some

shape or form, in 2022.”

Simplify the Lives of Employees
Using a managed services provider can make everything from software upgrades
to cloud migrations smoother. Your MSP can prevent downtime and handle IT
issues for your workers fast. Even more importantly, managed services allow your
IT resources to focus on creating apps, functions, and other solutions that will make
the workflows of your employees even more streamlined. All this adds up to a more
efficient, more productive, better-empowered business.
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Contact Us 

https://www.sierraexperts.com/

412-722-1700

2 Robinson Plaza, Suite 300
Pittsburgh, PA 15205

The More Efficient Your IT is, the
More You Can Leverage IT for
Your Business Goals
Your IT is at the heart of everything from communications to
managing workflows. The better you can manage it, the more
you can get out of it. Why struggle with your IT when you can
keep your networks secure, save money, and devote your
resources to developing even more useful ways to make
technology service your business?


